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Ships warned to remain vigilant against Somali pirates as
monsoon approaches - The National
A guide to Somalian pirates, including who they are, where and
how do Somali pirates operate, and what can be done to stop
Somali piracy.

Somali pirates have hijacked their first commercial ship in
five years, after approaching the vessel and pretending to beg
for water, officials said.
Piracy off the coast of Somalia - Wikipedia
Navies caution merchant vessels off Yemen and Oman that crews
are trained, desperate and ready to take risks.
Somali pirates hijack first commercial ship in five years
Piracy off the coast of Somalia has been a threat to
international shipping since the second phase of the Somali
Civil War, around , when foreign ships.
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monsoon approaches - The National
A guide to Somalian pirates, including who they are, where and
how do Somali pirates operate, and what can be done to stop
Somali piracy.

Somali pirates have hijacked their first commercial ship in
five years, after approaching the vessel and pretending to beg
for water, officials said.
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Retrieved 8 April Somali Pirates issues have generally not
been reported in international media when reporting on piracy.
In part to further curtail piracy activity, the London Somalia
Conference was convened in February
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Retrieved 3 June Puntland forces arrest wanted pirates in
Garowe".
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